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Scalar and Vector

I A single value is a scalar, which has zero dimensions.

1
I A 1× n (single row) of values is a vector, which has one

dimension.

[1, 2, 3, . . .]
I A n × 1 (single column) of values is also a vector.

1
2
3
...





Matrix

I A matrix is a uniform (usually two dimensional) grid of values;
basically a table with rows. Each row has the same number of
columns, and each column has the same number of rows.

I It is not necessary for the number of rows to be the same as
the number of columns.

I We refer to its elements in “row , column” order, and
“rows × columns” size.


1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 . . . 1, c
2, 1 2, 2 2, 3 . . . 2, c
3, 1 3, 2 3, 3 . . . 3, c
... . . .

r , 1 r , 2 r , 3 . . . r , c





Matrix Dimensions

I Matrices need not be square (i.e. two dimensional).
I Additional dimensions contain all the ‘previous’ dimensions.
I They can have three dimensions like a cube.
I Or four dimensional. I perceive this as a collection of books;

pages are the third dimension, and books the fourth.
I This analogy can be extended to a fifth dimension (libraries),

but it starts getting unwieldy.



Magic Square

A Magic Square is a square matrix in
which all the rows, all the columns, and
both of the diagonals add up to the
same number.

Albrecht Dürer:
Melencolia I (1514)



Command Prompt

I You type your commands in the Command Window.
I The “>>” prompt indicates that MatLab is ready to perform a

command.
I If you don’t see the prompt (it should be the last line in the

command window, then MatLab is currently performing some
task.



Help

I Display plain-text notes on MatLab commands with the help

command.
I Or bring up MatLab’s Help Browser with the doc command.
I MatLab’s help documentation is also available online at this

location:
http://www.mathworks.co.uk/access/helpdesk/help/techdoc/matlab.html

http://www.mathworks.co.uk/access/helpdesk/help/techdoc/matlab.html
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Variables

I Variables are used to store data.
I clear clears the contents of all variables.
I The system variable ans contains the result of the most recent

expression (Note: it’s overwritten by the next command).



Variable Names

I Variable names must start with a letter, and can contain
numbers and the underscore character “_”.

I They can be up to 32 characters long.
I They cannot be reserved words (known as keywords) like “if”.



Letter Case

I MatLab is case-sensitive for commands and variable names.
Thus, rt and RT and Rt are all separate, independent variables.

I Typically, scalar and vector variables are in lowercase whilst
matrix variables are in uppercase.
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Scalar

I To create a scalar:
>> s = 10

�� ��←↩

I MatLab responds with
s =

10

>>



Matrix Syntax: Matrix Definitions

I Square brackets “[” and “]” are used to mark the start and
end of a matrix definition.

I v = [10 20] is the definition for a matrix (actually, a one-row
vector) containing 10 in column 1 and 20 in column 2, which
is to be stored in variable named v.



Matrix Syntax

I Inside the matrix definition, columns are separated with
spaces, commas, or both.

I Rows are separated with semicolons or newlines (just press the
Return key before you enter the close-bracket).

I Examples to follow. . .



Creating a Row

I To create a row vector:
>> v = [10 20 30 40]

�� ��←↩

I MatLab responds with
v =

10 20 30 40

>>



Creating a Column

I To create a column vector:
>> v = [10;20;30;40]

�� ��←↩

I MatLab responds with
v =

10
20
30
40

>>



Creating a Matrix

I To create a square matrix:
>> M = [10 20; 30 40]

�� ��←↩

I MatLab responds with
M =

10 20
30 40

>>



Creating a Matrix

I To create a square matrix using the Return key to separate
rows:
>> M = [10 20

�� ��←↩

30 40]
�� ��←↩

I MatLab responds with
M =

10 20
30 40

>>



Appending a Row

I To append a row at the bottom of another row or matrix
>> M = [M; 50 60]

�� ��←↩

I Assuming M has the same value as on the previous slide,
MatLab responds with

M =

10 20
30 40
50 60

>>

I To append at the top, just put the new values before the M.



Appending a Column

I To append a column to the right of another row or matrix is a
bit more tricky. We need to force the appended column into
its own vector before appending it:
>> M = [M [25;45;65]]

�� ��←↩

I MatLab responds with
M =

10 20 25
30 40 45
50 60 65

>>



Appending a Column
I We can break things up a bit by storing the item to be

appended in its own variable and then appending that:
>> v = [99;88;77]

�� ��←↩

I MatLab responds with
v =

99
88
77

>>

I Now append the vector
>> M = [M v]

I MatLab responds with
M =

10 20 25 99
30 40 45 88
50 60 65 77

>>



Matrix Indexing

I Round brackets “(” and “)” are used when referencing certain
elements within a matrix.

I M(10,20) means row 10, column 20 of matrix M.
I To change the value in row 1, column 2 of the matrix from

the previous slide:
>> M(1, 2) = 3

MatLab responds with
M =

10 3 25
30 40 45
50 60 65

>>



Transposing

I The single-quote (’) operator transposes rows to columns and
vice versa. This works for vectors and matrices alike.
>> x = [1 2 3]’

�� ��←↩

x =

1
2
3

>> y = x’

y =

1 2 3

>>
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Displaying Values

I To display the value of a variable, just type its name and press
return:
>> M

�� ��←↩

I MatLab responds with something like the following
(depending on what M already contained):

M =

10 20
30 40

>>



Simplifying Output

I clc clears the Command Window.
I To suppress blank lines in the output, use format compact.
I To reduce the precision of displayed values, use format short.



Suppressing Output

I To prevent MatLab from displaying the results of the
command, just follow it with a semicolon.
>> M = [10 20

�� ��←↩

30 40];
�� ��←↩

I MatLab responds with only a new prompt:
>>
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Command Editting

I You can use the arrow keys to speed up your typing at
Matlab’s command line.

I Pressing the up and down arrow keys recalls previously
entered commands.

I Pressing the left and right arrow keys moves the cursor along
the current command.

I You can also drag commands from the command history pane.



Cell Arrays

I Curly braces “{” and “}” are used for cell arrays, which are
‘free-form’ matrices that can contain mixed, arbitrary data
types.

I C = {’Hello’,M} defines a cell array named C, containing the
text string “Hello” in column 1, and the matrix M in column 2.

I C{10,20} means row 10, column 20 of cell array C.
I We’ll be using them only once in this course.
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